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REPOSITORY OF INNOVATION

Innovation is mandatory for sustaining
and evolving a business as it is based
on the premise of adding freshness and
newness to the existing line of products.
For companies that want to succeed in
the long run, understanding how to
innovate is vital; one such conglomerate
deeply embodying the spirit of innovation
– since its inception in 1993 – is the Virgo
Group of Companies which constantly
looks out for innovation and challenges
in industry, is passionate to excel in
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whatever it does and is forever driven by
the desire to deliver market-innovative,
technologically advanced and affordable
products that provide value for money to
the end users.
Propagating a philosophy of reaching
out to perfection, no matter what it
takes, whether high-end resources or a
superlative manpower across all its group
companies, the group has evolved as one of
the largest multinational manufacturers,
marketers and distributors of Aluminum
Rolled Products, Laminates and Plywood
– with more than a million square feet
of manufacturing space and over 1000
employees – delivering tons of units to
the market all over India, every week.
Innovating consistently to cater to
the market demand, and offering only
the best as a passion, the Virgo Group
launched Virgo Plywood in 1993, Virgo
Board in 1997, Virgo Laminates in
2000, Virgo Industries in 2005, Virgo
Aluminium in 2010, Virgo Panel in 2014,
and Virgo Decors Pvt. Ltd. in 2015.
Staying ahead of their competitors
while continuing to create a rewarding

environment for its 1,000+ employees,
Virgo Group not only invested in “Earthfriendly” initiatives without waiting for
any government-issued regulations, but
it also successfully inspired its employees
to embrace that basic passion for
innovation, which is core to the success
of any organization.

SOLID
INFRASTRUCTURAL
FOUNDATION

With arduous investment in new
technologies, Virgo Group has invariably
focused on superior quality products,
keeping a complete control on all aspects
of development, manufacturing and
testing. Further, to create a lifelong
bonding with its customers, it remained
equally committed to safety standards,
promotion of ease of application,
reducing installation time, and helping

CARING FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

customers with usage information so
they would create & maintain better
interiors. Simultaneously, Virgo Group
has meticulously grown with sound
infrastructure creation, state-of-theart facilities and one of the best, highly
skilled and trained workforces in the
industry.
Focusing on realizing dreams rather
than creating just products, it has
developed an impressive product spread
of General Purpose Laminates, Compact
Laminates, Post-forming Laminates, UV
+ High Gloss, Fire Retardant Laminates,
Metal Foil Laminates, Chalk Boards,
Marker Boards, Door Skins, Backer
Sheets, Drill Boards, and so on.

Committed to contribute in its own way
towards environmental conservation,
and being sensitive about its duties to
protect the environment, it has taken
special steps towards reforestation
programs and elimination of the use
of tropical woods and harmful ozonedamaging chemicals. A testament to its
efficient environmental management
system is the fact that it is a recipient of
the ISO 14001 certification and it further
continues to invest in new technologies
that can reduce the environmental
impact of its manufacturing processes,
thus producing while preserving.
With a lofty vision, it believes in and
strives to produce products that not
just withstand strict quality measures
and conform to environmental safety
norms but also delight and surprise its
customers with their sheer perfection in
making.

QUANTUM LEAPS
• The Virgo Group of
Companies has been
manufacturing Ureafree laminates since
its inception
• It is India’s largest
plywood company
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